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Subject: Today's Update

Body:

(1) I returned the call to Lynn Garner in Ishtook's office. I finally got out of her that she was an intern making a 

round of calls to relevant agencies under Treasury and Postal jurisdiction for a legislative assistant named John 

Albaugh. Her question was "Have we submitted a 1998 budget?" Based upon Mrdeza's guidance and the fact 

that I was talking to an intern, my answer was simply, "No we have not submitted a 1998 budget." I said that if 

they wanted more info, her or Albaugh could call me back.(2) I called Joyce Larkin in Stokes' office and left a 

message. Unfortunately, I did not hear back from her by the end of the day. I'll try again on Friday.(3) I 

returned the call to Kevin Mathias in Specter's office and left a message. No return call from him. I'll put a call 

into Rich Hertling on Friday, since Mathias had said he was a friend of Hertling's.(4) I have not heard from Jack 

about anything from the White House.(5) I'll hope to talk to Bruce Hitchcock, the intern teacher, on Friday. I 

did not get him today.(6) As Jeremy knows and at his request, I went to the JFK Library and reviewed some 

recently discovered DOJ microfilm. There were a total of eight pages on Roselli and Giancana. There were 

some interesting references in these pages. In response to my inquiry, Stephanie Fawcett, the Library staffer 

with whom I dealt (very cooperative), indicated that there were many other names of organized crime figures 

on the seven rolls of microfilm. I specifically asked about Marcello and Trafficante. She remembered seeing 

something on both of them (and I saw one section on Trafficante that Fawcett remembered seeing earlier). I 

reported on my review to Jeremy. We agreed that the microfilm should be sent to the Board for review. 

Fawcett agreed to FedEx the seven rolls and they should arrive on Friday at the Board office.
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